
Progression in the Curriculum: 

History 

Year 

Group 
Key Vocabulary 

KS3 

- Primary source 

- Secondary source 

- Historian  

- Perspective  

6 

Crime and Punishment  

- prisons  

- court  

- judge  

- justice  

- judicial system  

Victorian Britain 

- reign  

- industrialisation  

- poverty  

Britain since 1948: women  

- feminism  

- equal pay  

- Homefront  

5 

AD– Anno Domino  

BC– Before Christ  

Ancient Greeks 

- Olympics  

- scholar  

- architecture  

Vikings vs Anglo Saxons 

- Lindisfarne  

- settle  

- invade  

- raid 

- Romanisation  

World War II  

- rationing  

- evacuee / evacuate  

4 

AD– Anno Domino  

BC– Before Christ  

Anglo Saxons and Scots  

- Dark Ages 

- invade  

- settle / settlement  

- angles  

- Saxons / Scots 

Mayans  

- rituals  

- traditions  

- culture  

Romans and the Impact on Britain 

- empire  

- settle 

- invade  

- impact / legacy  

3 

Prehistoric Britain  

- Iron Age  

- Bronze Age 

- Iron Age  

- Mesolithic  

- Neolithic  

- fort  

- settlement  

Ancient Civilisations 

- civilisations  

- AD/BC 

Changing Power of Monarchy 

- monarch/monarchy 

- sovereign 

- constitutional 

- parliament  

- Head of state  

- Divine Right  

2 

Florence Nightingale  

- hospitals  

- impact  

- conditions 

- Crimean War  

- Scutari  

-Mary Seacole  

Great Fire of London 

- Pudding Lane  

- Great Plague / Black Death  

- Samuel Pepys  

Intrepid Explorers  

- pioneer  

- first man  

- significant  

- impact  

- revolutionary  

- explorers  

1 

Victorian Schools  

- Punishment 

- Discipline 

- Cane  

- blackboard  

Guy Fawkes and the Gunpowder Plot 

- parliament  

- Divine Right 

- Treason  

- religion  

Homes from the Past  

- Tudor houses 

- Victorian houses 

- Modern houses 

- Sanitation  

- Location  

History  Strand: 

Causal Reasoning 

(chronology) 

History  Strand: 

Use of sources as       

evidence  

History  Strand: 

Research and  

communication 

Year 1 

Victorian Schools 
-Use of artefact box and resources in school to 
deduce from the object  
Guy Fawkes & the Gunpowder Plot  
- question whether stories about GP are fact or 
fiction 
- real life/pictures of artefacts  
Homes from the Past  
- observe houses today in local area  
- pictures of houses from the past 

Year 2 

Florence Nightingale  
- videos of life in hospitals  
- workshop to bring to life the period  
-use of artefacts and sources from the time 
Great Fire of London  
- Samuel Pepys’ diary 
- discuss ’opinions’ and eye witness accounts and 
how they can be unreliable  
Intrepid Explorers 
- Journey of Christopher Columbus through diary 
entries  
- account of Neil Armstrong  
- video footage of Armstrong landing on the 
moon  

Year 2 

Florence Nightingale  
- Research life of Florence Nightingale using 
videos, fact files, books  
- feedback research to peers  
Great Fire of London  
- Key character fact file on Samuel Pepys  
- research the impact of GFoL using maps of 
areas destroyed 
Intrepid Explorers 
- Create fact file on 2 explorers using reading 
materials 
- Research the journeys of each explorer for 
example: diary entries  

Year 1 

- to sequence up 3/4 events on a timeline  
Victorian Schools 
- place schools in correct period of history  
Guy Fawkes & the Gunpowder Plot  
- sequence main events  
- order events (3/4)   
Homes from the Past  
- create timeline of homes throughout time  
 

Year 3 

Can recognise differences between versions of 
the same event and can give a simple explanation 
of why we might have more than one version 
Prehistoric Britain  
-discuss in detail different tools used throughout 
the different prehistoric periods  
Ancient Civilisations  
- discuss key artefacts and sources from the time 
period.  
Changing Power of Monarchy  
- Use and understand key sources to get an idea 
about why the monarch’s power changed  

Year 3 

- to sequence up to 7 events on a timeline  
Prehistoric Britain  
- order the events of prehistoric Britain. 
- be able to order the iron age, stone age and 
bronze age  
- be able to identify the period of   Prehistoric 
Britain using sources  
Ancient Civilisations  
- Use and understands phrases such as ‘over 
three hundred years ago’ and AD/BC or BCE/CE 
- order events from different civilisations and 
time periods  
Changing Power of the Monarchy  
-Order and discuss different time periods. For 
example the Middle Ages, Tudors and Stuarts. 

Year 3 

Prehistoric Britain  
- research the way of life in each of the 3 
periods covered  
- research the development of settlements 
over time in Prehistoric Britain  
Ancient Civilisations 
- Research each early civilisations and com-
pare them  
Changing Power of the Monarchy 
- Research the change in monarchy over time 
- Research key individuals and monarchs 
from each time period studied  

Year 

Group 

Wider  Opportunities and  

Experiences  

6 

Education Visits  

- Imperial War Museum  

- Tower of London  

Workshops  

- War time  (linked to     

Literacy)  

 

5 

Education Visits  

- Lincolnsfield  

4 

Workshops 

- Mayans/Anglo-Saxons  

3 

Educational Visits  

- Eastbury Manor (The Tu-

dors)  

2 

Workshops  

- Florence Nightingale  

- Great Fire of London  

1 

Workshops  

-Guy Fawkes  

 

Artefact box from the    

Havering Museum 

 

History  Strand: 

Change and continuity  

Year 2 

Florence Nightingale  
- compare hospital conditions today vs. the past  
- compare hospital conditions before Florence 
Nightingale and after 
- Compare the legacies of Florence Nightingale 
and Mary Seacole  
Great Fire of London  
- discuss the impact of the Great Fire of London 
after the event 
- compare lifestyle and building changes post 
GFoL 
Intrepid Explorers 
- Venn diagram to compare 2 explorers from 
different historical periods  

Year 1 

Victorian Schools 
- look at schools from the Victorian times and 
compare  
Guy Fawkes & the Gunpowder Plot  
- Compare photos from Stuart times  
- link own experiences of Bonfire Night  
Homes from the Past  
- Link to own experiences of houses today  
- compare features of houses today to the past  
- compare differences between objects in the 
home used now and in the past  

Year 1 

Victorian Schools 
- record own experiences of schools today  
- use of Victorian objects to inform research 
Guy Fawkes & the Gunpowder Plot  
- create a fact file on Guy Fawkes  
- discussion about views on the Gunpowder plot  
Homes from the Past  
- tables to research a house from a certain period  

Year 2 

- to sequence up to 5 events on a timeline  
Florence Nightingale  
- put FN on a timeline to show when she was alive  
- order main events in FN’s life  
Great Fire of London  
- put GFoL on a timeline to show when it hap-
pened in history 
- put main events in chronological order  
Intrepid Explorers 
- add Christopher Columbus and Neil Armstrong 
to historical timeline to show the period history 
they come from 

Year 3 

Prehistoric Britain  
- discuss how inventions/tools are still used today 
Ancient Civilisations 
-Can describe some changes in history over a 
period of time and identify some things which 
stayed the same  
- understand the significance of early civilisations 
and the impact they had on the world  
Changing Power of Monarchy  
- describe the changes throughout the periods 
studied and how power changed and developed 
- understand the significance of the changes and 
the impact they had on the country and the 
monarchy  

Year 4  

- to sequence up to 7/8 events on a timeline  
Anglo Saxons and Scots  
- be able to locate Anglo Saxons in world history 
and the countries they came from  
- introduce terms BC/AD  
- use sources from archaeologists to sequence 
events  of settlements for AS and Scots  
Mayans  
- timeline of the discovery of America and the 
sequence of events leading up to the exploration 
of Mesoamerica  
Roman Legacy 
- to understand the terms BC/AD  
- timeline of years BC/AD how they change num-
ber order 
-to understand the spread of the Roman Empire 
over time and location 
 

Year 4  

Anglo Saxons and Scots  
- become archaeologists by finding artefacts in 
sandpits  
- study of Basil Brown (archaeologist) 
- study artefacts and what they tell us about this 
period 
- evaluate how useful the artefacts are in telling 
us about the period 
- questioning legends like Beowulf and King 
Arthur  
Mayans  
- non-fiction books  
- geographical locations  
- hieroglyphs  
Roman Legacy  
- range of topic books  
- modern day scholars 
- stories about Boudicca/Iceni Tribe - reliability of 
source depending who wrote it  

Year 4  

Anglo Saxons and Scots 
- modern life vs life in Anglo Saxons times  
- the life of a Scot and Anglo-Saxon  
Mayans  
- debate the differences between what is a Ma-
yan 
- modern day vs daily life in a Mayan village  
Roman Legacy  
- Roman schooling vs schooling today  

Year 4  

 - complex terms of AD/BC  
- use of related terms to the period  
- more use of textbooks/library resources  
- geographical understanding—Atlases  
Anglo Saxons and Scots  
- research different stories of Beowulf and King 
Arthur  
Mayans  
- geographical understanding—Atlases  
- invade/settlement  
Roman Legacy  
- research Roman army  
- Boudicca/Iceni Tribe –empathy  
- Romanisation and empire  

Year 5 

- to sequence up to 9 events on a timeline  
Ancient Greeks  
- to have existing knowledge of AD/BC  
- place on timeline of world history  
Vikings vs Anglo Saxons 
- End of the Roman Empire and Romanisation 
- explore how Viking invasions fits into British 
history  
- timeline of events leading up to Viking invasions  
- events of the Battle of Hastings 1066  
World War II  
- the build up to WW2  

Year 5 

- differences between primary and secondary 
sources  
- use a range of sources (primary/secondary) to 
build a picture of the period  
- be able to select relevant sections of evidence to 
back up ideas  
Ancient Greeks  
- source describing the influence of Greek archi-
tecture  
- sources detailing the impact of Ancient Olympic 
Games  
Vikings vs Anglo Saxons 
- archaeological finds  
- literary materials  
-compare accounts of events from different 
sources—fact and fiction  
- offer some reasons for different versions of 
events  
World War II  
- accounts from British evacuees  
- watch interviews of evacuees (primary sources) 
speak about time delay and memory  
- use sources to evaluate the effect of WW2 

Year 5 

Ancient Greeks  
- discuss difference between the Greek alphabet 
and the alphabet today  
- links/contrasts between Ancient Greek schools 
compared to today  
Vikings vs Anglo Saxons 
- life experiences of a Viking living in Britain 
compared to the British   
- The dismantlement of Romanisation  
World War II  
- rationing  
- life of children during the war  
- differences between men and women 

Year 5 

- collect, recall and organise own historical info  
Ancient Greeks  
- research the influence of Greek architecture  
- to gather, record and present information on a 
Greek scholar  
- impact of Olympic games  
- evaluate the contributions made by Greeks to 
worldwide society  
Vikings vs Anglo Saxons 
- explore Viking invasions  
- research significant person - Alfred the Great  
- Battle of Hastings  
World War II  
- impact of the Blitz  

Year 6 

- to sequence up to 10 events on a timeline  
Crime and Punishment  
- recap the history of crime and punishment  
Victorian Britain  
- place Victorian Britain on a British history time-
line in relation to topics they have already studied  
Britain since 1948: Women 
- chronology of Post-Modern Britain 
- History of women since before WW2 and post  
- cause and consequence of women’s movement 
- changes to women over time  

Year 6 

- range of primary and secondary sources  
- bring together knowledge from several sources  
- be able to compare sources reliability  
- link sources to back up conclusions  
- checking the accuracy of interpretations/ facts 
and opinions  
- understanding that different evidence will lead 
to different conclusions  
- ability to skim and scam  
Crime and Punishment  
Victorian Britain  
- Oliver Twist (fiction book/film)  
Britain since 1948: Women  
- interviews of grandparents / post war  
 

Year 6 

Crime and Punishment  
- make comparisons about crime and punishment 
in past and present  
Victorian Britain  
- effect of industrialisation, poverty, ill health and 
housing– compared to todays equivalent  
- compare and contrast education  
Britain since 1948: Women  
- compare beliefs and behaviours with another 
time studied  
- impact of change and significance of event 

Year 6 

-ability to skim and scam  
- collect, recall and organise own historical info  
Crime and Punishment 
- research the impact of a key historical criminal / 
event  
- research, explore and gather information on a 
key criminal or event  
- present information using a range of skills and 
techniques  
Victorian Britain  
- Queen Victoria and her reign  
Britain since 1948: Women   
- research main events of 1950s  
- research the event of 1968 in Dagenham  


